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Security for organisations with Symantec
by Smart ICT
Symantec Endpoint Protection Cloud (SEP Cloud) is an easy-to-use Security as
a Service that protects and manages PCs, Macs, mobile devices, and servers
on various platforms from a single console, making it the ideal solution for
organisations with limited IT-security resources. SEP Cloud effectively stops
today’s ransomware, zero-day threats, and other sophisticated attacks using
advanced, multi-layered technologies, including advanced machine learning and
behaviour analysis. Using SEP Cloud’s default security settings and self-service
device enrolment capabilities, this solution quickly protects your endpoints.

KEY FEATURES ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Intelligent protection
Detect and block unknown threats with anti-malware, network security,
behavioural and reputation profiling, advanced zero-day protection, and other
proven intelligent protection techniques. Protect against ransomware and zeroday
attacks in real time with Symantec’s global intelligence across 200 million control
points.
Easy deployment and management
The management console is easy to use, and users can enrol their own devices in
as little as 5 minutes.
Modern device management
Protect mobile devices with safe mobile browsing, high-risk app detection,
password protection, and remote actions such as lock, wipe, and unenrol. With
support for Windows, Mac, iOS, and Android, Symantec allows organisations and
employees to choose their servers, desktops, laptops, tablets, and mobile phones.
Encryption management and more
Turn on native encryption for Apple and Windows devices, generate reports, and
manage key recovery for lost and forgotten passwords. An intuitive dashboard
allows you to find and quickly remediate infected devices in 3 clicks and easily
bring devices into compliance. Maintain device inventory, track activities in realtime, and receive proactive alert notifications.
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KEY BENEFITS -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Strongest security network
Through the Symantec Global Intelligence Network, there’s a 95% detection rate—
the highest of any security vendor and with the lowest number of false positives
(0.0001%).
Cost-efficient
With the pay-as-you-go subscription model, pay for what you use, and simplify
operating expenses by licensing by user, regardless of the number of devices. The
solution uses your existing infrastructure and requires no additional IT staffing,
resulting in more savings.
Increased productivity
With more protection and easy management, IT workloads are reduced, and enduser productivity is increased.
Always up-to-date
Stay ahead of threats with always-on security that is automatically updated.
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